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1. Introduction. All spaces concerned are taken to be separable metric. In this

paper we prove various properties of homeomorphisms on l2 and certain infinite

product spaces, in particular, the Hubert cube 7" and s (the countable infinite

product of lines).

It has been shown in [5] and [6] by V. Klee that each homeomorphism on 7°°

(or on l2) is isotopic to the identity mapping by means of into-homeomorphisms.

He raised the question whether into-homeomorphisms can be replaced by self-

homeomorphisms. Results in this paper give each of his questions a positive

answer. We prove that any homeomorphism on a space such as 7™, s, or l2 is

isotopic to the identity mapping. (Note that our definition of isotopy requires

self-homeomorphisms. See 3.1.) In fact stronger theorems are obtained for homeo-

morphisms on spaces 7™, s, and l2. Namely, any homeomorphism on each of these

spaces is stable. (For definition, see §4. In §4 we prove stability for homeomor-

phism on s and l2. R. D. Anderson recently asserted the result for 7 °° [3].) It is easy

to see (by a method of Alexander) that a homeomorphism on I °° (or s) is isotopic

to the identity mapping if it is stable.

2. Notation. (1) If X is a space, by a homeomorphism on X ( = self-homeo-

morphism) is meant a homeomorphism of X onto itself.

(2) If X is a space, by Xn is meant the finite product space n?=i Xt, where

Xi = X and by X °° is meant the infinite product space F~[¡% x Xt where X{ = X.

(3) J, J°, I, and T° will denote intervals [-1, 1], (-1, 1), [0, 1], and (0, 1)

respectively.

(4) A mapping is a continuous function.

(5) "~ " will mean "is homeomorphic to"; " ~'" will mean "is isotopic to."

(6) By "Hubert cube" we mean the space 7°° or 7" with metric p(x,y)

= 2>ai |*i_yj|/2*. Hubert space, l2, is the space of all square summable sequences

of real numbers with d ((*,), (>>,))=(2f.i (Xi-yd2)112- The space (7°)m or (TT is

also denoted by s.

(7) e will always denote the identity mapping on the corresponding space.

(8) TTn and rn will denote the projecting functions of I" onto Xn and Xn
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respectively;   that   is,   if   x=(xx, x2,...) e X°°,   then   rrn(x)=xn   and   t„(x)

= (Xi, x2,..., xn).

(9) 0 = the empty set.

(10) Bd = Boundary, Int = Interior.

3. Isotopy theorems.

3.1. Definitions. (1) N= the set of all positive integers.

(2) For any a^N, -na will denote the projecting function of Xx onto F]¡ea X¡;

that is, if x=(xi, x2,...)eXm, then ■n-a(x) = (xi)iea.

(3) For any a<= N, if « is a homeomorphism on \~\isa Xt, h will denote its natural

extension on Xa. More precisely, if x e Xe0, then h(x) is the point inl" such that

TTa(h(x)) = h(TTa(x)) and Tri(h(x))=iri(x) for all i$a.

(4) If «j, «0 are homeomorphisms on a space A', then hx is isotopic to «0 if there

is a mapping 77 of Xxl onto X such that Z7|Xxl=A1, 77|Xx0 = «o and for each

re7, H\Xxt is a homeomorphism on X. In this case we say that {«¡ = Z7|Xxí}íe/ is

an isotopy between hx and «0.

(5) For any a^N, a homeomorphism « on I" is said to be fixed on the

a coordinates if for each xe X™ and each i e a, 7rj(«(x)) = 7ri(x).

(6) If«1; «o are homeomorphisms on A"0 and a<=N, an isotopy {«(}i6; between

«! and «o is said to be fixed on the a coordinates if each «t is fixed on the a

coordinates.

3.2. Property $. A space X satisfies property 0 if the homeomorphism g on

X°° defined by/(xi, x2, x3, x4,.. .) = (x2, Xi, x3, x4,...) is isotopic to the identity

mapping.

Let </>n be the homeomorphism on Xnx Xn + 1 such that <f>n(x, y) = (y, x) and let

^n be the natural extension of <pn on X™. X is said to have property O' if each

fn is isotopic to the identity mapping under an isotopy with the property that for

n> 1, the isotopy is fixed on the first «— 1 coordinates.

Lemma 3.1. X satisfies property O if and only if X satisfies property <S>'.

Proof. Obvious.

We shall prove several lemmas which will lead to the following theorem :

Theorem 3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that each homeomorphism «

on Xm is isotopic to the identity mapping is that X satisfies property 0.

Let X he a space satisfying property <P (and hence <E>' by Lemma 3.1) and let «

be any homeomorphism on X™. For each «, there is an isotopy {^„.tWn-D/n.n/in + i)]

between <J>n and e with the property that for any «>1 and any re[(«-l)/«,

«/(«+ 1)], <f>n¡t leaves the first «- 1 coordinates fixed.

For any aeX and any ne N, define mappings a(n) and ñn of X °° into itself as

follows :

a   (Xx, x2,...) = (Xi,..., xn_i, a, xn, ■■■)',

^ÁXx, X2, . . .)  = (Xi, . . ., Xn_i, Xn + i, . . .).
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Lemma 3.2. IfP, P¡e X™ such that F, -> F, and for each i, a¡ e X, then ̂ ¡(F) -► F

and aVXPi)-y P.

Proof. The lemma follows since for any fixed n, and for any i>n, ^„(^(Pj))

= "»(¿»O = *»(«! W)-
For x e X, denote the function x -> (iTn(x)fn)hiTn(x) by hn. The following two

lemmas are evident.

Lemma 3.3. Each h~n is a homeomorphism on X™ leaving the nth coordinate fixed.

Lemma 3.4. Àn + 1=^À^n.

We observe that from Lemma 3.4, it follows that for any n,hn+x is isotopic to

Än by means of the isotopy {A,,,=^A^,tW»-i)Miiti)i-

Lemma 3.5. If P, Pte X" such that P¡^- P and {/}¡ai is a sequence of functions

satisfying (1) each fi = <f>n,t for some t e[(n— l)/n, n/(n+1)] and (2) for a fixed n,

there are at most finitely many / such that / = ^n,i- ThenfJP^) -yP.

Proof. The lemma follows since for any fixed n, there exists a large enough Kn

such that irn(fi(Pi))=irn(Pi) for all i> Kn.

Lemma 3.6. IfP¡, Pe Xs0 such that F¡->F, then £,(Ft) ->h(P).

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, #¿Pf) -> F. Hence h(ñi(Pt)) -y h(P). Applying Lemma 3.2

again, we get (^(P^hñ^Pi) -> h(P). But this means Ä((F,) -»■ A(P).

Lemma 3.7. hx ~ ih.

Proof. Define a function TT of Xœ x Tonto Ar°° as follows: T7|x«° *x=h, T7|x» xt

= n„>( where te[(n- 1)1 n, n¡(n+l)]. (We recall that {/k.t=^A&.,i}i««»-i>/«.n/<»+i>]

is an isotopy between hn + x and h"n.) It suffices to show T7 is continuous onI"xl.

Let {(P¡, ij)}igi be a sequence of points in X^xl such that (Ft, rt)->-(P, 1).

We may assume /¡<1 for all /'. T7(Pi, t^) = hnM(P^) = ^nMhn4>n.ti(Pd- Note that the

sequence {<f>„_k}i^i satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3.5, hence cf>nft¡(P¡) ^ P. By

Lemma 3.6, hn<j>nM(P)-^h(P). Apply Lemma 3.5 again, <f>n,tfin(l>nA(Pt) -*■ KP) and

the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The necessity is obvious. We now show the sufficiency.

By Lemma 3.3, hx is the natural extension of a homeomorphism gx on \~[i>x Xj.

We can repeat the same argument on FIi>i ^i and show that gx can be isotopic

to a homeomorphism g2 with the property that g2 is the natural extension of a

homeomorphism f2 on FIi>2 X- This means hx can be isotopic to g2 by means of

an isotopy leaving the 1st coordinate fixed. Note that g2 leaves the first two co-

ordinates fixed. Iterating this process on Yli>2 Xh on n¡>a X, an^ so on> we

see easily that n is isotopic to the identity mapping.

3.3. We proceed now to show that both J and 7° satisfy property O. Lemmas in

the following are stated merely for J; similar lemmas for 7° can be stated.
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Let (t, S) be the polar coordinate system on the plane. Define homeomorphisms

/on J2, ß, y on the unit disk D as follows:

f(r, 8) = (\r cos 0|, 6) if -tt/4 S B ̂  tt/4 or 3tt/4 ̂  0 ^ 5tt/4;

= (\r sin B\, 6) if tt/4 -¿ 6 <, 3tt/4 or 5tt/4 ú 6 ú 7tt/4;

/3(r, 0) = (r, 0 + tt) and y(r, 0) = (r, Ö + tt/4).

Clearly both ß, y are isotopic to e. Denote isotopies between /? and e by {ft}^,,

between y and e by {yt}(ej.

Lemma 3.8. F=f~1yfis a homeomorphism on J2 such that (1) i/F(x, y) = (x', y'),

then F(y, x) = ( - x', y') and (2) F ~ ' e.

Proof. We omit the straightforward proof of this lemma.

Lemma 3.9. 7/co is the homeomorphism on J2 such that oj(x,y) = ( — x, —y), then

w i»* e.

Proof. m=f~1ßf and {f~1ßtf}tei is the necessary isotopy.

Lemma 3.10. If o is the homeomorphism on Jx such that o(x)= —x, then ô ~* e

onJ™.

Proof. For each «, define wn on JnxJn + 1 by wn(x,y) = (—x, —y) and let

fî'n.iW-D/n.n/o. + i)] be an isotopy between wn and e on JnxJn + 1. Let

hn = ô>n- ■ ¿Ba»!.

Then Äx is isotopic to e on 7e0 by {«i,(=,Fi,i}¡e[o,i/2] and for «> 1, «"„ is isotopic

to «"„_! by {«„,(=¥„,t«"n-i}ie[(„-1)/„,„/(„+ 1)]. Now define a mapping 77 of 7e0 x7

onto /œ by 77|/° x( = «n>i if r e [(«-1)/«, «/(«+1)] and 77^» xl = â.

Theorem 3.2. Any homeomorphism on the Hilbert cube is isotopic to the identity

mapping.

Proof. By virtue of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that J satisfies property í>.

Let g be the homeomorphism on/00 defined by

g(Xx, x2, x3, x4,... ) = (x2, Xi, x3, x4,... ),

and let F, a be defined as before. Clearly g^F'1^?. Then by Lemmas 3.8, 3.10,

g ~'e.

Similarly we can show that J° satisfies property O, hence

Theorem 3.3. ,4«j> homeomorphism on s is isotopic to the identity mapping.

Theorem 3.4. Any homeomorphism on l2 is isotopic to the identity mapping.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact /2~s [2] and of Theorem

3.3.
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4. Stable homeomorphisms. A homeomorphism « on a space X is stable (in the

sense of Brown-Gluck) if « can be written as a composition of finitely many

homeomorphisms on X each of which is the identity on some open set in X. s will

denote the space (7°)œ. Kx will denote the set {x e Im : 7r1(x)= 1} and Z7 will denote

the space [0, 2]xrTi>1 Z¿, where each Ii = I. Our main result is: Any homeomor-

phism on s or /2 is stable. It is easy to see (as will be shown in Corollary 4.3) that

(by means of Alexander's method which was originally used for n-cells) a homeo-

morphism on s is isotopic to the identity mapping if it is stable. For further dis-

cussion of stable homeomorphisms on manifolds, refer to Brown-Gluck [4].

Theorem 4.1. s u Tvj ~ s.

Theorem 4.2. If K is a compact subset in s and h is a homeomorphism of K into

s, then h can be extended to a stable homeomorphism h on s.

For the proof of Theorem 4.1, refer to [1]. A theorem like Theorem 4.2 was

proved by Klee [7] in a somewhat different context (without stressing stability).

Later on Theorem 4.2 was also proved by R. D. Anderson using Klee's method [1].

Note that in Anderson's paper, stability of the homeomorphism h was not ex-

plicitly proved, but it was explicitly observed that stability can be easily achieved

for the homeomorphisms considered there.

Corollary 4.1. If s' ~s, then any homeomorphism h' from a compact subset K'

of s' into s' can be extended to a stable homeomorphism h~' on s'.

Proof. Let f he a homeomorphism of s' onto s, and let h=fh'f~1. h is a homeo-

morphism of f(K') into s, hence can be extended to a stable homeomorphism h

on s. Write h=fn- ■ -f2fx, where each f is a homeomorphism on s which is the

identity on some open set in s. Then define

£'-f-'Hf=/-%■ ■ -f2fxf = (/-%f) ■if-y2f)(f-Vif).

Corollary 4.2. If h is a homeomorphism on s u TCi and K is a compact subset

in s u TCi, i«e« there exists a stable homeomorphism f on s u Kx such that f h is the

identity on K.

Proof. h\K is a homeomorphism of K into s u Kx, hence by Theorem 4.1 and

Corollary 4.1, h\K can be extended to a stable homeomorphism g on s u Kx. Then

let/-*-1.

Lemma 4.1. If X, Y are spaces such that X~ Y, then every homeomorphism on X

is stable if and only if every homeomorphism on Y is stable.

Proof. Obvious, by means of the method used to prove Corollary 4.1.

Lemma 4.2. If for each i, i= 1, 2,..., «, «¡ is a homeomorphism on X which is

isotopic to the identity mapping, then h = hn- ■ h2hx is a homeomorphism on X such

that « is isotopic to the identity mapping.
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Proof. Obvious.

Theorem 4.3. Any homeomorphism h on s is stable.

Proof. By virtue of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.1, it suffices to show that any

homeomorphism on s u Kx is stable. By Corollary 4.2, there is a stable homeo-

morphism/on ju^ such that/n is the identity on Kx. Hence there exists an open

set V in s u Kx and a real number r such that sup {nx(Vu//¡(V))}<r<l. Let <p be

the extension offh onto H' =s u [1, 2] x FL>i h °y taking 9 as the identity outside

of i u Kx. Let a be a homeomorphism on [0, 2] such that a is the identity on [0, r]

and ce(l) = 3/2. Define a homeomorphism g on H by g(xx, x2,.. -) = (a(xx), x2,...).

Then 6=g~1<pg\SKjKi is a homeomorphism on s u Kx. Clearly 6 is the identity on

some neighborhood of Kx and O'^fh) is the identity on V. But fh = 6[d'1(fh)],

hence h=f~16[6~1(fh)], a finite composition of stable homeomorphisms. Therefore

n is stable.

Theorem 4.4. Any homeomorphism on l2 is stable.

This is an immediate consequence of the fact that l2~s [2] and of Lemma 4.1.

Corollary 4.3. Any homeomorphism h on s is isotopic to the identity mapping.

Proof, h is stable by Theorem 4.3. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, it suffices to prove the

theorem for the case that n leaves some open set V fixed. We now use Alexander's

method applied to s. For some large number n, there is an open set W in (T°)n + x such

that

(1) W=Ylf=x (au bi)x(an + x, 1) where for each i-¿n, 0<aj</»¡<l and 0<an + 1

<1 and

(2) WxYli>n+JfcV.
Let W be the closure of W in Tn + 1, Int^) the interior of W in Tn + 1 and let

0 = (0, 0,...) e In + 1. There exists a positive number K such that [0, 1/F]n + 1 n W

= 0. For each x = t/Ke[0, I IK], let Qt = [0, x]n + 1. Let Bd(W), Bd(Qt) denote the

boundaries of W and Qt in Tn + 1 respectively. Evidently there is a mapping T7 of

r + 1xl onto In +1 such that :

(1) gx = H\,n+ ixl is the identity mapping on Tn + 1.

(2) For each 0</^ l,gt = H\," + »xf is a homeomorphism on Tn + 1 such that

gt(In + 1\lnt(W))=QtforO<tè:L.

(3) g((0) = 0for all t eland 771,» + ix0(Tn + 1\Int(WO) = 0.

Now the desired mapping F from sxl onto s is defined as follows: F|sx(

=gthgf1 for 0<f ¿ 1 and F|sx0 = e on s.
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